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Service Number 
 
CS2003010660

Service name 
 
Pentland Hill Nursing Home 
 
Service address 
 
23/27 Gylemuir Road
Edinburgh    EH11 2RG 
 
dummy

Provider Number 
 
SP2003002226

Provider Name 
 
BUPA Care Homes (CFHCare) Limited No.
2741070 
 
dummy

Inspected By 
 
Janet Smith
Care Commission Officer 
 
dummy

Inspection Type 
 
Unannounced

Inspection Completed 
 
9 September 2005

Period since last inspection 
 
6 months 
 
dummy
Local Office Address 
 
Stuart House
Eskmills
Musselburgh
East Lothian
EH21 7PB
0845 6008339 
 
dummy
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Introduction

Pentland Hills Nursing Home is a purpose built home registered by the Care Commission on
1st April 2002 for the care of 120 older people.
The Home is situated close to a variety of local amenities including public transport, parks,
supermarket and shops.

The accommodation is divided into 4 separate units, 2 of which are on the upper level and
can be accessed by either a lift or stairs.
Each of the units has 30 single bedrooms with en-suite washing facilities.
There are communal lounge/dining facilities in each of the units.

The aims and values of the service are displayed in each unit.
The service states that they aim to, " provide our customers with the highest quality care
service. We will use our health and care knowledge, specialist skills and values to deliver an
individual service to our customers".

Basis of Report

Before the visit:
The service had returned a completed action plan relating to the last inspection.

The visit was unannounced and the allocated Care Commission Officer, was accompanied
by Care Commission Officer, William Morrison.

During the visit which took place on 9th September 2005, the Care Commission Officers
spoke with:
The Manager
Assistant Manager
3 members of staff
8 residents who could express their views of the service.

The Care Commission Officers also looked at a range of policies and records including the
following:
Infection control policy
The Fire inspection report following the Fire Brigade visit of 26th April 2005.
4 personal plans from each of the units

and observed interaction between staff and service users.

The Officers also examined the premises during the visit.

Action taken on requirements in last Inspection Report

One requirement had been made at the last inspection and had been completed.
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Comments on Self-Evaluation

Not applicable.

View of Service Users

Service users were asked of their experiences of life in the Home. Comments included, "No
bad, quite good" and " very happy and food good". 
Individuals spoken with stated that staff assisted them when necessary and felt that staff
were good.
Food was said to be good and a choice was offered. During the visit staff were seen to be
completing the menus for the next day, asking service users what they would like.
1 service user stated that they would like more fresh fruit. The Manager stated that there was
fresh fruit available at all times.

View of Carers
There had been no carers spoken with at this visit.
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Regulations / Principles

National Care Standards

National Care Standard Number 4: Care Homes for Older People - Your Environment

Strengths

This Standard had not been fully inspected at this visit but the Officers conducted a tour of
the premises in order to familiarise themselves with the service.
The communal areas of the Home were seen to be spacious with wide corridors and airey
dining/lounge areas.
The Officers found that these areas and the bedrooms seen were clean and odour free.
Bedrooms were personalised and in 1 unit 'memory boards' had been mounted on the wall
outside each room. This was to assist individuals remember their own room. 

Areas for Development

A few of the corridors in one of the units had not been cleaned following bathing of service
users.
Discussion was had with the Manager over the domestic cover. It was stated that the service
previously had 2 domestic assistants working in the morning. A review of the domestic cover
now had 1 individual working over a long day. They have found that there is now always
cover throughout the day and evening to continue to keep the premises clean. This was
preferable to all of the work being done in a morning and no further cover being available. 
The Manager agreed to continue to monitor this.

The Manager stated that there were plans to upgrade all of the bathrooms next year.
The Officers noted that the base of the bathing hoist was rusted in one of the units.
The Manager stated that the hoists were maintained by a contractor and that she would bring
this to their attention.
This will be monitored at the next inspection.

National Care Standard Number 6: Care Homes for Older People -
Support Arrangements 

Strengths

The service had personal plans in place which were comprehensive in detail.
Examples included information on personal preferences, health care needs, formal reviews
of care and restraint information.

Areas for Development
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Each of the units compiled the information in personal plans into differing formats. The
Officers found it difficult to find care details with ease. One unit had an abbreviated format to
prompt provision of day-to-day care.
Findings were discussed with the Manager who stated that there was a group reviewing the
layout of personal plans.
The Officers concluded that the most relevant information on social and healthcare needs
should be easily accessible.
See recommendation 1.
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 Enforcement
There has been no enforcement action by the Care Commission.

Other Information

None

Requirements

None

Recommendations

1.The service should review the format of the personal plans to ensure that the information
on social and healthcare needs can be accessed with ease.
National Care Standards Care Homes for Older People, Standard 6: Support Arrangements 

Janet Smith
Care Commission Officer
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